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*** NOTICE ***

The amateur and stock acting rights to this work are controlled exclusively by THE 
DRAMATIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC., without whose permission in 
writing no performance of it may be given. Royalty must be paid every time a play 
is performed whether or not it is presented for profit and whether or not admission 
is charged. A play is performed any time it is acted before an audience. Current 
royalty rates, applications and restrictions may be found at our website: www.
dramaticpublishing.com, or we may be contacted by mail at: THE DRAMATIC 
PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC., 311 Washington St., Woodstock, IL 60098.

COPYRIGHT LAW GIVES THE AUTHOR OR THE AUTHOR’S AGENT THE 
EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO MAKE COPIES. This law provides authors with a fair 
return for their creative efforts. Authors earn their living from the royalties they 
receive from book sales and from the performance of their work. Conscientious 
observance of copyright law is not only ethical, it encourages authors to continue 
their creative work. This work is fully protected by copyright. No alterations, 
deletions or substitutions may be made in the work without the prior written 
consent of the publisher. No part of this work may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopy, 
recording, videotape, film, or any information storage and retrieval system, 
without permission in writing from the publisher. It may not be performed either 
by professionals or amateurs without payment of royalty. All rights, including, but 
not limited to, the professional, motion picture, radio, television, videotape, foreign 
language, tabloid, recitation, lecturing, publication and reading, are reserved.

For performance of any songs, music and recordings mentioned in this play which are 
in copyright, the permission of the copyright owners must be obtained or other songs and 
recordings in the public domain substituted.
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IMPORTANT BILLING AND CREDIT REQUIREMENTS

All producers of the play must give credit to the author of the play in all 
programs distributed in connection with performances of the play and in all 
instances in which the title of the play appears for purposes of advertising, 
publicizing or otherwise exploiting the play and/or a production. The name of 
the author must also appear on a separate line, on which no other name appears, 
immediately following the title, and must appear in size of type not less than 
fifty percent (50%) the size of the title type. Biographical information on the 
author, if included in the playbook, may be used in all programs. In all programs 
this notice must appear:

“Produced by special arrangement with
THE DRAMATIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC., of Woodstock, Illinois.”

“The Patsy was originally produced by Resident Ensemble Players (REP) of 
the University of Delaware, Sanford Robbins, Producing Artistic Director.”
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The Patsy was premiered by Resident Ensemble Players in 
Newark, Del., on Sept. 25, 2015.
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The Patsy

CHARACTERS

Lucienne Vatelin
Maurice Vatelin: her husband.
Eugene Pontagnac
Clotilde Pontagnac: his wife.
Ernest Redillon
Marta Ziegler: from Munich.
Gerhard Ziegler: her husband.
*Jean: a butler.
Avaline
Henry: a bellhop.
Clara: a maid.
Manager: of the Hotel Ultimus.
Pinchard: an elderly American.
Maudie Pinchard: his wife.
Police Inspector
Guests: of the Hotel Ultimus.
*Gerome: a very old factotum.

*Jean may be doubled with Gerome.
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The Patsy

ACT I

SCENE 1

(Paris, MAURICE VATELIN’s house. Elegant drawing room, 
one door upstage, two doors on either side of the stage.

As the curtain rises, the stage is empty. Shortly, voices are 
heard approaching from the back, arguing loudly. Suddenly, 
LUCIENNE, in coat and hat askew, bursts through the door 
in a panic. She closes the door behind her but not quick 
enough to prevent a walking stick being thrust in between 
the door and the door frame by an unseen person [EUGENE 
PONTAGNAC].)

LUCIENNE. Oh my God!
PONTAGNAC. Madame, please.
LUCIENNE. Go away, go away!
PONTAGNAC (trying to push the door open each time that 

LUCIENNE closes it on him). Madame! If you’d just let me—
LUCIENNE. I’ll do no such thing, monsieur … ! What are 

you doing? (Shouting offstage.) Jean, Augustine! Dear 
God, there’s no one here … !

PONTAGNAC. Madame. Please!
LUCIENNE. No! No!
PONTAGNAC (finally entering the room). I beg you, madame, 

listen to me!
LUCIENNE. How dare you?! I forbid you to enter my house, 

monsieur. Get out!
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8 The Patsy ACT I

PONTAGNAC. Madame, please, my intentions may not be 
pure, but I swear they’re not dangerous … (He goes to her.)

LUCIENNE (drawing away). You’re mad!
PONTAGNAC (following her). Yes, you’re right, for you! I 

adore you and I’ll do anything to make love to you!
LUCIENNE (stopping). I won’t listen to any more of this! 

Leave my home!
PONTAGNAC. Oh my god, you’re making it worse! That 

passion! That fire! I tell you I love you. (He starts to pursue 
her again.) I’ve dogged your footsteps all week. You must 
have seen me.

LUCIENNE. Don’t be vulgar, monsieur. Of course I didn’t 
see you.

PONTAGNAC. You certainly did. You know it! A lady always 
notices when she’s being followed.

LUCIENNE. The arrogance!
PONTAGNAC. I’m not arrogant; just observant. 
LUCIENNE. I don’t care what you are—I don’t know you!
POTAGNAC. I know, and it’s killing me! Oh, madame!
LUCIENNE. Monsieur!
PONTAGNAC. Oh, Marguerite!
LUCIENNE. My name is Lucienne!
PONTAGNAC. Thank you. Oh, Lucienne!
LUCIENNE. How dare you!
PONTAGNAC. But you just told me your name!
LUCIENNE. For heaven’s sake, who do you think you’re 

dealing with, monsieur? I am a respectable woman!
PONTAGNAC. I know. That’s why I adore you. Respectable 

women drive me mad.
LUCIENNE. Stop that. If you don’t get out, I will call my 

husband.
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ACT I The Patsy 9

PONTAGNAC. What! You have a husband?

LUCIENNE. I certainly have.

PONTAGNAC. To hell with the idiot!

LUCIENNE. An idiot? My husband?

PONTAGNAC. Beautiful women always have idiots for 
husbands. How dare he let such a creature go out walking 
alone.

LUCIENNE ( backing up). We’ll just see how the idiot treats 
you. You won’t leave?

PONTAGNAC. Leave you? Never!

LUCIENNE (calling to the right). Maurice!

PONTAGNAC. What a ridiculous name!

LUCIENNE. Maurice!

SCENE 2

(VATELIN enters R.)

VATELIN. Yes, my dear?

PONTAGNAC (aside). Uh, oh! It’s Vatelin! Damn!

VATELIN (recognizing PONTAGNAC, aside). Good heavens! 
It’s Pontagnac! (To PONTAGNAC.) My dear friend!

LUCIENNE (aside). What?

PONTAGNAC. Vatelin, how … how … how wonderful to 
see you!

VATELIN. Are you well? 

PONTAGNAC. Oh, yes, very well!

LUCIENNE (aside). He knows him.

PONTAGNAC. What a wonderful surprise.

VATELIN. What do you mean a surprise? This is my house, 
after all.
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10 The Patsy ACT I

PONTAGNAC. What? No, I mean, for you! What a surprise 
this must be for you! SURPRISE! Ha, ha, ha!

VATELIN. Yes, it is! 

LUCIENNE. It most CERTAINLY is! (To VATELIN.) You 
know this gentleman?

VATELIN. Why yes, I do.

PONTAGNAC (panicking). Yes, why we’re, uhm, you know, 
uhm … SURPRISE! (Taking a coin out of his pocket and 
pressing it into LUCIENNE’s hand, whispering to her.) 
Here, take this, go buy yourself something nice.

LUCIENNE. What is this? A tip?

VATELIN (not noticing anything). Something the matter?

PONTAGNAC. Something the matter, with me? No, don’t be 
silly. What could possibly be the matter? 

(VATELIN turns upstage.)

LUCIENNE. Take this back. What in heaven’s name do you 
think you’re doing?

PONTAGNAC. My god, I’m so sorry! Please, just don’t say 
anything!

VATELIN. Pontagnac, I had just about given up hope of ever 
having you here to my home to meet my new bride! And 
here you are!

LUCIENNE. Yes, here you are! Every bit of you!

PONTAGNAC. Yes, every bit! I mean, no! Not every bit, just 
most of me—I mean, it’s just, you know, so hard to find the 
time … 

VATELIN. Darling, this is Eugene Pontagnac, one of my very 
dearest friends.

PONTAGNAC. Madame!
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ACT I The Patsy 11

LUCIENNE. Monsieur, how very interesting to meet you in 
just this way.

(She offers her hand, PONTAGNAC grabs it and shakes it in 
as businesslike a way as possible.)

VATELIN. But maybe I shouldn’t be introducing you two.

LUCIENNE. No? Why is that?

VATELIN. Oh, he’s a devil, this one, a real monster. Can’t 
look at a woman without chasing after her. Doesn’t matter 
who it is! 

LUCIENNE. Oh really?

PONTAGNAC (laughing). No, of course not, absolutely not 
true!

VATELIN. Of course it is! Everyone knows your reputation. 
Anything in a dress.

PONTAGNAC. Oh, now, wait a minute, you’re exaggerating … 

LUCIENNE. How sad for a woman to think she’s special 
when in fact she’s only part of a herd! But won’t you sit 
down, monsieur.

VATELIN (laughing). I don’t think my wife approves of you 
at all, Pontagnac.

PONTAGNAC. I don’t think she does!

LUCIENNE. It seems to me, gentlemen, you have a pretty 
low opinion of women! At least when you go after one at 
a time, the wooer shows some respect for the wooed. But 
following anyone you might see in the street? Willy Nilly? 

PONTAGNAC. Oh, boy, here we go!

VATELIN. Oh, now, don’t be silly. Who would follow women 
in the street like that? Lechers, lunatics, dirty old men.

LUCIENNE (to PONTAGNAC). Will you choose, or shall I?
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12 The Patsy ACT I

PONTAGNAC. Why would you ask me that, madame, I 
would never … 

VATELIN. My wife is just speaking in theory, of course.
LUCIENNE. Of course!
PONTAGNAC. Oh, good! (Aside.) How did we get into this?
LUCIENNE. No, a real lover would make love gracefully, 

slowly—show some real deference—not pound away like 
he’s trying to tear down the castle wall!

PONTAGNAC. Of course not, now what did I do with my hat … 
LUCIENNE. But not everyone thinks that way—take the man 

who has been following me all afternoon.
PONTAGNAC. Oh, my god
VATELIN. Someone has been following you?
LUCIENNE. All week!
PONTAGNAC. Oh, now let’s just change the subject … 
VATELIN. Can you believe a man could be that crude? To follow 

my wife like that? Especially now that she’s happily married!
PONTAGNAC. Whoever he was, I’m sure he was following 

your wife with tact, discretion … 
LUCIENNE. Now don’t be silly. Maurice, he was just 

laughable, really … 
PONTAGNAC (aside). Oh, thanks.
VATELIN. I don’t care! It’s just humiliating—my wife, my 

new bride, being chased around town by some disgusting 
old lecher, some worthless pig!

PONTAGNAC. Now wait a minute … 
VATELIN. I’d like to get my hands on the bastard!
LUCIENNE. Really? Well that shouldn’t be too hard, should 

it, monsieur?
PONTAGNAC. Oh my, look at the time!
VATELIN. What? Do you mean he knows him?
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LUCIENNE. Quite well, don’t you, monsieur? Now what was 
his name?

PONTAGNAC. You can’t be serious! 
LUCIENNE. Yes, come on, what was that name? Pont … 

Ponta … Ponta … what?
PONTAGNAC. Pontawhat! Exactly, that’s it.
LUCIENNE. Pontagnac!
VATELIN. Pontagnac? You?
PONTAGNAC (laughing). Yes, it was! Ha ha! I’ll bet you 

didn’t see that coming, did you? Ha ha! (Weakly.) Surprise!
VATELIN (bursts out laughing). You rascal!
PONTAGNAC (relieved at VATELIN’s laughter). Of course 

I knew this was your wife! I said to myself, “This will be 
GREAT! I’ll pretend to follow her, and then … ”

LUCIENNE. Pretend?
PONTAGNAC. And then, when I get to their house, will they 

be shocked!
VATELIN (laughing). Nonsense! You had no idea who my 

wife was until this moment! You accidentally followed the 
wife of a friend and wasted your whole day!

PONTAGNAC. All right. All right! I made a mistake. You’re 
not angry?

VATELIN. Angry? Me? Of course not! You’re a friend of 
mine! If someone follows my wife around town without 
my knowing it, it would make me look like a fool. I sit here 
thinking all is right with the world while she’s being pursued 
up and down the boulevard. Then, when her assailant meets 
me, he realizes she’s a married woman. And suddenly we 
both look like idiots. But in this case, it’s all different: I 
know you, you know me, you know my wife, I know you 
know her, you know I know you know her, we all know 
each other! No one gets hurt, no one looks like a fool! 
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LUCIENNE. That makes no sense!
VATELIN. I know! Isn’t it great? Doesn’t bother me at all.
LUCIENNE. Oh, for god’s sake!
VATELIN. And if anyone has made a fool of himself today, 

it’s you.
PONTAGNAC. Me?
VATELIN. Absolutely! It’s always embarrassing to be caught 

in the act like this!
PONTAGNAC. Not in this case. Because of my mistake, I’ve 

had the pleasure of seeing you again, and of finally meeting 
your new wife.

VATELIN. My good friend!
LUCIENNE (aside). How touching! (Aloud.) What a pleasure 

it’s been bringing you both together like this.
VATELIN. I think you will have to apologize to Lucienne, 

though.
PONTAGNAC. Of course! I do hope you will forgive me, 

madame!
LUCIENNE. All of you bachelors are the same, thinking 

every woman is out there just for the plucking!
VATELIN. But he’s not a bachelor, he’s married.
LUCIENNE. He is not!
VATELIN. Yes, he is.
LUCIENNE. You are not!
PONTAGNAC. Um, well, uh, yes, sort of … 
LUCIENNE. Just how did THAT happen?
PONTAGNAC. Well, you know, city hall, a woman at your 

side, someone asks a few questions, you say, “Yes,” just 
because you don’t want to make a fuss, and then suddenly, 
poof, you’re married. 

LUCIENNE. That is absolutely unforgivable.
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PONTAGNAC. What, being married?
LUCIENNE. Carrying on the way you do. What does your 

wife have to say about all of this?
PONTAGNAC. Um, I don’t really keep her informed.
LUCIENNE. Do you think that’s the right way to behave?
PONTAGNAC. Oh, it’s not THAT bad … 
LUCIENNE. Giving away all of the attention you have 

promised to your wife to any woman you meet on the street? 
PONTAGNAC. I’m not giving it away, I’m loaning it.
LUCIENNE. You’re spending all of the capital on which you 

based your marriage!
PONTAGNAC. Just a little bit of the interest.
LUCIENNE. How would you like it if your wife behaved the 

same way?
PONTAGNAC. That’s a completely different situation.
LUCIENNE. Just like all men! Well, I think it would serve 

you right if your wife started behaving just like you do, 
making eyes at every man on the street, having affairs all 
over town. We’d see how you like it.

PONTAGNAC. That’s disgusting!
VATELIN. Now Lucienne, don’t lecture our friend, here.
LUCIENNE. I’m talking to you, too.
VATELIN. Me?
LUCIENNE. Yes, you! If you ever start acting like your friend, 

here, it won’t take me long to find a lover! Our friend here 
won’t be the only patsy in this town!

PONTAGNAC (suddenly interested). Really?
VATELIN. What are you so happy about?
PONTAGNAC. Me? I’m not! I just said, (With exaggerated 

darkness.) “Really,” you know, as in, “Oh my god, that’s 
just horrible … ”
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LUCIENNE. It’s your wife I feel sorry for.
PONTAGNAC. Oh me too. It breaks my heart, every single time!
VATELIN. I hope you’ll bring her to see us one day soon. 

Lucienne and I would be thrilled to meet her.
PONTAGNAC (aside). That’s not going to happen! (Aloud.) 

Of course, she’d be thrilled to meet you both, but I’m afraid 
it’s out of the question.

LUCIENNE. Why is that?
PONTAGNAC. Rheumatism. Horrible! Just has her crippled.
VATELIN. Really?
PONTAGNAC. Oh yes, poor thing hasn’t been able to stand up 

straight for years! Confined to a wheelchair.
VATELIN. No.
PONTAGNAC. Yes. Grown men weep when they see her poor 

mangled hands, her shriveled legs. And she drools. All the time. 
Has to have a little bucket around her neck. Very sad. Very sad.

VATELIN. Oh my.
PONTAGNAC. But I do love the little gargoyle. I really do.
VATELIN. Well, then we must go visit her, introduce ourselves.
PONTAGNAC. Wonderful idea!
VATELIN. Where is she?
PONTAGNAC. Um, Juneau.
VATELIN. Alaska?
PONTAGNAC. Yes, brisk, cold weather, lots of snow, only 

thing that makes her feel better! Brrrr!
VATELIN. That’s a little far.
PONTAGNAC. Ah, but what can I do? Her health, you know.
LUCIENNE. What a pity, I’d love to have a nice long chat 

with her.
PONTAGNAC. Ah well … 
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